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We see increasing risks for some large Europe-based  banks operating in  
investment banking, as regulators and uncertain mar ket conditions make  
operating in the industry more difficult.

•

The impact of tightening regulation on capital mark et activity will lead  
to declines in these banks' revenues, in our view.

•

We are consequently lowering our long-term ratings on Barclays Bank PLC,  
Credit Suisse AG, and Deutsche Bank AG to 'A' from 'A+', and affirming  
our 'A-1' short-term ratings on these banks.

•

We are affirming our 'A/A-1' ratings on UBS AG. •

The outlooks on these banks are stable.•

  
LONDON (Standard & Poor's) July 2, 2013--Standard &  Poor's Ratings Services  
today said it lowered its long-term counterparty cr edit ratings on Barclays  
Bank PLC, Credit Suisse AG, and Deutsche Bank AG to  'A' from 'A+'. At the same  
time, we affirmed our 'A/A-1' long- and short-term ratings on UBS AG. The  
outlooks on these banks are stable. 
 
Standard & Poor's will hold a live online discussio n and webcast on these  
rating actions on Wednesday, July 3, 2013, at 9:00 a.m. Eastern Daylight Time,  
2:00 p.m. British Summer Time, 3:00 p.m. Central Eu ropean Summer Time (see  
"Teleconference Details" below). 
 
We base today's rating actions on our opinion of th e increasing risks that  
Europe's large banking groups active in investment banking face as regulators  
and uncertain market conditions continue to make op erating in the industry  
more difficult. In particular, we consider that the se banks' debtholders face  
heightened credit risk owing to the industry's tigh ter regulation, fragile  
global markets, stagnant European economies, and ri sing litigation risk  
stemming from the financial crisis. 
 
A large number of global regulatory initiatives are  increasingly demanding for  
capital market operations, in our opinion. These in clude higher capital  
requirements and moves to reduce funding and liquid ity mismatches, and a  
narrowing of the scope of business activity or ring -fencing of some business  
lines. As a result, we believe there will be fewer or less attractive business  
opportunities for regulated and systemically import ant banks, including the  
four covered in our rating action today. Meanwhile,  entities that operate in  
the less-regulated shadow banking sector are not su bject to these changes.  
 
In our view, Barclays, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank , and UBS are among the  
most exposed in Europe to a combination of regulato ry initiatives being  
undertaken globally on capital market-related busin esses, including in  
particular: 

The Federal Reserve's proposals on Foreign Banking Organizations (FBO); •

The U.S. Volcker rule's restrictions on proprietary  trading or proposals  
in Europe (Liikanen, Vickers, German banking law) t o separate certain  
trading and lending activities from banking busines s; and

•

The EU regulation on bonuses and the financial tran saction tax in 11  
member states, which in our view challenges the exi sting business models  
of investment banks and could weigh on their revenu es to varying degrees. 

•

We continue to expect that the clarity about future  regulations will lead to  
further restructuring of business models within the  industry. 
 
We acknowledge that Basel III regulation has forced  investment banks to lower  
their risk positions, reduce overheads, and, in som e instances, refocus their  
businesses, but we believe that they continue to be  highly leveraged  
institutions. They carry significant litigation ris ks, business risks, and  
tail risks in their businesses, and we believe thes e are not adequately  
captured by economic capital models or regulatory c apital requirements. As  
such, we continue to be cautious in our forward-loo king assessments of these  
banks and their relevant peers' capital ratios with in our view of their  
capital and earnings. This explains our view that c apital and earnings for  
Credit Suisse and UBS are neutral for their ratings , even though they are  
quickly approaching our criteria-defined threshold for a positive rating  
impact.  
 
Economic trends are likely to further squeeze and a dd volatility to the  



revenue base of banks' capital market activities. F or instance, the unwinding  
of quantitative easing measures is putting an end t o the favorable interest  
rate environment, which has until now supported rev enues from carry trades and  
investors searching for higher yields. We are also witnessing more market  
volatility at a time when European economies contin ue to stagnate and are  
still confronting the unresolved problem of debt ov erhangs in many areas of  
the private and public sectors. 
 
The global economic environments that these large b anks operate in are showing  
signs of future turbulence, potentially fueling vol atility in their earnings.  
We also note the uncertain side effects associated with weak economic growth  
globally, especially slower growth in China.  
 
We are witnessing governments' moves in the sector to design recovery and  
resolution plans, impose bail-in powers, demonstrat e depositor preference over  
senior debtholders, and define ring-fencing proposa ls in the U.K. and the EU.  
Still, we are maintaining the notches of uplift we include in our long-term  
ratings on the four banks for implicit government s upport.  
 
We believe that it is increasingly clear that autho rities do not want to  
provide support to benefit investment banking opera tions, but rather  
traditional financial intermediation, meaning takin g customer deposits and  
financing the real economy. However, in our view, t he risks to each bank's  
domestic economy are still too large to allow any o f the banks in today's  
rating actions to be seen as operating without the potential for regulatory  
capital or liquidity support. Therefore, we do not expect to remove the  
associated notches of support from the banks' ratin gs in the near term. 
 
BARCLAYS BANK 
We believe that Barclays' high investment banking r evenue weighting makes it  
susceptible to the earnings constraints we expect f or large European-domiciled  
investment banks arising from the points outlined a bove. The regulatory impact  
is especially pertinent for Barclays given that we believe the U.K.  
authorities are at the forefront of regulatory chan ge (with, for example,  
capital measures and ring-fencing plans). Furthermo re, we expect the  
profitability of Barclays' global operations may co me under pressure due to  
the higher funding costs and capital requirements a ssociated with the Federal  
Reserve's FBO proposals.  
 
The stable outlook on Barclays reflects our expecta tion that, despite the  
negative trend that we have assigned to U.K. bankin g industry risk, Barclays'  
operating performance will remain satisfactory and its risk management  
experience will remain a supportive ratings factor.  
 
CREDIT SUISSE 
We have revised our view of the risks associated wi th Credit Suisse's global  
investment banking profile and the related volatili ty of its earnings profile,  
given that investment banking contributes nearly 50 % of group revenues. In  
light of the regulatory and litigation pressures on  the bank from all its  
global operations, we have reassessed our view of t he bank's business position  
to "adequate," or neutral to the rating, removing t he notch we had factored  
into the rating. In particular, we consider that th e bank already benefits  
from having its regulatory home in Switzerland, and  as such has an anchor, or  
a baseline assessment, of 'a-'. This anchor is one notch higher than for many  
industry peers in Europe and the U.S. with similarl y global and volatile  
business profiles. 
 
The stable outlook acknowledges that Credit Suisse has taken a number of steps  
to improve its risk position, increase capital, and  reduce its balance sheet,  
as evidenced by its improved risk-adjusted capital ratio, by our estimates, to  
9.3% at end-2012 from 5.2% at end-2011. We believe that the bank intends to  
make further improvements to its capital position. However, we remain cautious  
in our evaluation of its risks and our ability to f orecast what we expect to  
be a volatile revenue and earnings stream given unc ertainty in the capital  
markets, the negative trend that we have assigned t o economic risks in the  
Swiss banking sector, and uncertain future litigati on costs and regulatory  
fines. 
 
DEUTSCHE BANK 
We see rising risks associated with Deutsche Bank's  global investment banking  
activities, as well as volatility in total revenues  given investment banking's  
contribution of nearly 50% to group revenues. In ou r view, the bank's ability  
to generate stable, predictable revenues from year to year has decreased. We  
now view our assessment of Deutsche Bank's business  position as a neutral  
factor for the rating. 



 
We believe that Deutsche Bank faces a significant r egulatory challenge with  
the Federal Reserve's FBO. There could be a potenti al impact on the volume of  
U.S. transactions and higher funding costs for the U.S. subsidiaries,  
adversely affecting profitability. The proposed Ger man banking law, the new EU  
regulation on bonuses, and the financial transactio n tax in 11 member states  
could also negatively affect the bank's business po sition, especially versus  
its non-EU competitors. 
 
The stable outlook on Deutsche Bank reflects our as sumption that the bank will  
continue to reduce its risk position globally (by s teadily winding down its  
portfolio of legacy and of noncore assets), offsett ing some of the increasing  
economic and industry risks in the regions where De utsche Bank operates. 
 
UBS 
In our view, UBS' "adequate" business position alre ady reflects many of the  
risks we describe above. We consider that UBS has b een the most active bank in  
reducing its exposures to investment banking. We ex pect that this  
repositioning, coupled with deleveraging of legacy assets, strengthening of  
structural profitability in the Wealth Management A mericas division, and the  
successful refocusing of the Wealth Management divi sion's activity in Europe  
toward onshore clients would together be likely to yield a more stable, more  
diversified, and more consistently profitable busin ess model for UBS. We  
regard this strategy favorably because it recognize s the volatility of  
earnings from some investment-banking activities an d the challenges posed by  
regulatory change.  
 
The stable outlook incorporates the solid progress that UBS' management  
continues to make in building the bank's capitaliza tion through the  
repositioning of the investment banking business. T he bank's RAC ratio  
improved to 8.7% at end-2012 from 6.3% at end-2011,  and we project it will  
reach the 10%-11% range by the end of 2014. However , UBS' currently patchy  
record of statutory profitability and the uncertain  economic and market  
environment add meaningful uncertainty to our proje ction. As a result, we see  
no very near-term prospect of raising our assessmen t of the bank's capital and  
earnings to "strong" from "adequate."   
 
TELECONFERENCE DETAILS 
Please join Standard & Poor's senior bank analysts for a live online webcast  
discussion on this topic on Wednesday, July 3, 2013 , at 9:00 a.m. Eastern  
Daylight Time, 2:00 p.m. British Summer Time, 3:00 p.m. Central European  
Summer Time. 
 
After the prepared remarks, the team will be availa ble to answer your  
questions. 
 
Please note that Standard & Poor's offers all of it s broadcast teleconference  
calls and live webcasts to all interested participa nts on a complimentary  
basis. 
 
The teleconference will begin promptly at the times  indicated. 
Participants are requested to register at least 30 minutes in advance for this  
discussion. 
 
Please register for the online event by clicking he re: 
http:// ratings-events.standardandpoors.com/content/bank_we bcast   
Throughout this live online webcast, you will be ab le to submit your questions  
via the web.  
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RATINGS LIST 
 
Downgraded; Ratings Affirmed 
                                  To             Fr om 
Barclays Bank PLC 
 Counterparty Credit Rating       A/Stable/A-1   A+ /Stable/A-1 
 
Credit Suisse AG 
 Counterparty Credit Rating       A/Stable/A-1   A+ /Stable/A-1 
 
Deutsche Bank AG 
 Counterparty Credit Rating       A/Stable/A-1   A+ /Stable/A-1 
  
Ratings Affirmed 
 
UBS AG 
 Counterparty Credit Rating       A/Stable/A-1 
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